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The Life story as a Device of 
Characterization.$ in Joyce Cary's 
First .Trilogy. 
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In this thesis, I have attempted to examine the 
\ 

life story as one of Joyce Cary's devices of characterization 
in his F~~st Tr~~og,y. The novels that comprise the 

.. .. 
First Trilogy are Herself SuEQrise~, ~o, Be A Pilgrim, 

/ and The Horse us TuTouth; each is a written autobiography 

of one character. Cary chose the technique of first 

person narration for his three principal characters 

because he thought it could best express his own views 

concerning the isolation and loneliness of the individual, 

I have sought to demonstrate in this paper the way in 

which Cary creates his characters through the medium of 

their own written life stories. 

My thesis opens with Cary's comments about his 

. . original conception of the trilogy and his estimation or 
its success. These comments include Cary's opinion that 

~ 

the books·, were not •isufficiently interlock~d" to give the 
. "three-dimensional depth .. of characterization he had 

hoped to achieve by the form of trilogy( each speaker was 
to include t;he other tvvo in his book). I affirm Cary's 

opinion of the novels, and have, therefore, treated them 

in this thesis as individual character studieso I have 

included a brief discµssion of point of view~-kinds of 

narration and classifications of f'irst-person narration--
in order that Cary's methods of revealing his characters 

,, 
..;,-
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may be more clearly 111:1derstood. 

2 

.. . 

.,, - ----~- ----------
The bulk of my thesis consists of a discussion of _________ J 

' 
Cary's application of the narrative technique of the life 

story in order to draw the three epeakera. ;.Because of the 

scope of the trilogy, I have concentrated on the character

ization through narrative of one main figure of the 
:• 

trilogy, Sara Monday, spea~er of Herself Surprised, with 

more general comments about the other two figures~ Thomas 

Wilcher (To Be A Pilgrim) and Gulley Jimson (The Horse's 

Mouth). I have chosen ~ara because her relative lack 

of complexity affords for a first reader of the trilogy 

a more lucid demonstration of Cary's method. 

My final chapter summarizes the successes and failures 

of the life story in achieving characterization in the 

novels of b'irst 'l'rilogy. I conclude that Cary brought 

his characters fully alive, but was not able to make them 

completely credible. 

; . ' 
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Some authors are generous enough to share information 

about the development·or their works with their audiences. 

Joyce Cary, fortunately for us, is one ot these; he tells 
-

us in the preface to Fi~!!.:t Tr;i!9gy about the original 

conception. of the .novels ~:3elf Su;rpr1-sed, To Be A 

Pilgrim., and Th;e H=9r~~ VE r:Iputh: 

What I se·c out; to do t·tas to show three people, 
living each in his own world by his own ideas, 
and relating his life and struggles, his tri
umphs a.~nd mise1~ies in tt1at t"Yorlcl o They tiere to 
know each other and have some connection in the 
plot, but they would see completely different 
aspects of each other's charactero Their situ
ation, in short, was to be that of everyone who 
is doomed or blessed to be a free soul in the 
tree world. • • .1 

A particular attitude about the isolation which 11 

a necessaI"J correlative to. individualism determined 

Cary's choice o~ method ror telling his stories: 
' ' 

We are alone in our own worlds. 
We can sympathize with each other, be fond 

of each other, but we can never completely 
understand each othero We are not only dif
ferent in character and mind, we don't know 
bow far tl'1e diffe1~ence goes o ~, 

Ti1at is t·1hy each of my three chief char
acters had to write in the first person and 
reveal his own world in his own style (x). 

The revelation of eadl character by means of' his life 

story shall be the concern or this-paper. I shall at

tempt to demonstrate how Cary utilizes tha technique 

of first-person narration to reveal each speaker of 

the three novels. According to the original conception, 

" 
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' 
' .tbe main figure of eacb story was also to tell about the 

..' 

ether two so that "not only a l'·icber sense of life in 

its actual complex! ty., but a three-d.imensional depth ot 

characterization" (x) might be gained. However,,_ Cary 

had to relinquish this scheme in the main because hia 

characters began to assert their individuality so much ,. 
as to be out o~.touch with each othere For example, it 

aoon became evident to Cary that if the unsophisticated 

cook Sara, narrator oi' ~eL~illf ... __ S!,!!~_rl:~ed, were to talk 

about politics and art (the respective interests of 

Thomas Wilcher in To ~e~ A ]?,;i;;l.e:,L~ and of Gulley Jimson 

in The Horse 8 s Mouth), she would quickly lose "vivid-= Q:5?:t:T5:-T7:':id0--..,:! Z kw ti 

nessn; \·Jilcher 9 s and Jimaon' s books were already too 

packed with their own pursuits to discuss each other's 

(although Cary thought he did c~pture their conflicting 

ideas of each otheza and the contrast between their 

ideas of life [i..!7). 

"In such a problem, familiar to every writer, my 

rule is character first, so I S$Crificed the politics, 

and ao far lost the richness of contrast between the 
2 

booksn (xi) e This paper shall be concerned with each 
.:1 

of the three individuals, not with the three as a 

trinity; I shall explore only how each written nar

Dative brings forth from tbe page its particular author, 

not how one el,arscter vie1r1s the other. There is some 

"three-dimensional depth of characterization" among 

.2 
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1:be books, but it ia"not so solid aa can be explained 
3 

-·---~--· 
easily within the limits or this paper, fior, as Cary 

.... 

... 

realized., the novels are not "s11fficiently. inter

locked'' (xiv). Barbara Hardy (1954) adds that the 

major character of his oi1n bool{ becomes an entirely 
., 

different figu1~e in. the sto1':)ies of the other Wo cbar-
4 acters. ·· I shall concentrate, there:fore, on t.hfl novel• 

\;r 
·;..' aa single achievements·. 

• e. 

It is first necessary to clarity the tel'Jll "firat-

person narration," that technique which Cary found 

most fitting to dramatize what he wanted to say about 

the loneliness or personhood. An author necessarily 

assumes a "point of view" in telling a story; the kind 

of viewpoint he decides upon involves the identity of 

the narrator (the author or a mask) and his position 
l 

in relation to his fictional materials. Prior to the 

twentieth century, the most common point of view for 

telling a story was omniscient narration; that is, the 

speaker ( not necessarily tl1e author) t-1ho relates the 

events knol1a all about the people and ac"tion in his 

story and reveals the pertinent information at will. 

·He may do this by creating a peFsonality for himself 

and intruding it into the narrative, as Fielding or 

Thackeray does, or he may remain aloof and without 

discernible personality as Arnold Bennett does. 

A variation t:rom this basic device is the limited., 
./ 

- ·--- ------ - - ·------ -- - -···--·-- -- . - -

~----------------·-~---·-·--.. -----------·- --~ --
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• or oblique. point or v:lew. Here the narrator 1a usu-

... •i 

.. ' . -------··,-"···-- --' .. ·-· ------·------·--
ally one of 1the charact~rs in the story, as is Nick 

Carrotiay, tvho tell a about tl,e Great Gatsby. The nar

rator may also be held responsible for anything he might 
.,. 

- ·~: 

-. 

. 

conceal. As Wayne Booth points out, there may be two 

kinds of these ndramatizedn narrators, the me1~e observo:r:, 

such as the urn o:f .. ~!~!!~-~goti~, and the narrator-agent 

who produces some measurable efreet on the course of 

events, such as the speaker of Tri£J.t.P.w~ ?ban':t!.5 The 
' 

ettect of the linfi ted point of vie1,1 is that i-1e know, as 
. 6 

Booth says, that the story is mediated, that the author 

wants the events to be seen through the eyes of one who 

cannot see with certainty the motivations of-others. 
I 

The speaker may be limited to realistic vision and 
•:' 

inference or he may be privileged to ln1ot·J 9 "Ge1nporarily 

or more perimanently, what could not be perceived by 

ordinary human means. ( Ishmael in r~ioby-Diclt, for ex

ample, can break through hia human limitations when the 
7 

story requires. ) 

The three figures of the First Trilog1 may be oon

aidered as narrator-agents, those who tell the story of 

their own lives. Sara, Wilcher, and Jimson all speak 

in the first per~on, although a cbaraoter•s self

reflection may be handled by third-person vision (the 

speaker temporarily inhabits the consciousness of a 

character and reveals his thoughts, even though tbe torm 

. -- --·-·----· --,------·-···-· ····- ·-- .. 

--· ~---- --··------·--------·-------···-~-----··---<+-•·-·-·· ___ .,.. - . ' .. . . . - ,-· . --

- d 
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. I : 

"He says • •• He thought" ia used--ss in A Portrait ot 
8 

,:the A,rtist As A ~g_"""rqan). , In first-person narration, 
I) .,:., 

the au·thor must reveal everything about the character 

which be wants us to know tbrougl1 the characte<P' s own 

words. The peFson is reliable 9 as Booth defines it, 

when he "speaks for or acts in accordance lJith the norms 

of the work (which is to say, the implied author's norms), 

unreliable when he does not." The unreliable narrator 

is fu~Dher defined as one whose characteristics change 

in the course of ""cl1.e work he narrates-; n It is most often 

a matter of what James calls inconscience; the narrator 

is mistaken or he believes himsel1' to have qualities which 
9 

the author denies him. 11 In contrast to a reliable nar-

rator like Marlow in Lord Jim, Sara Monday, Thomas 

Wilcher, and Gulley Jimson are, by their nature as char~ 

acters telling their own stories, unreliable speakers, 

because, in analyzing their own personalities, they 

necessarily- fall short of the con1plete reality llhich is 

themselves. And that is precisely Cary's point--he wants 

to reveal, insofar as the character's words will allow, 

that person's unconscious life aa well as bia conscious 

one • 

. Thia type of narration may have the advantage ot 

an, ambiguity which expresses the complexity of human 
-
personality; on the other hand, the most serious dis-

advantage of first-person narration 11 that the reader 

_I 

.'·· ··.--..· 

. -~···· 
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la never completely certain whether he is perceiving what 

tbe author intended him to perceive about the speaker 
---------~--.......___ ___ -- .. -----

and that which he relates. Since the reader must pro

vide the final judgment (the character is limited by his 
10 . . 

agoism), he may well feel unsureo· To insure roundness 
e, 

ot character, the author may undercut or expand his 

speaker's view by playing the views of others against it, 

~ or be can expose his narrator in the course of bis own 

words. 

The final distinction to be made among these tech

niques of vision, and one most necessary in order to 

approach the three books, is that between the narrators 

or observors who are not aware of themselves as writers 

(Meursault in Camus' The Stranger) or of the fact that 

they are writing, thinl.ring, speaking., or "reflecting" 

a literary work, and narrators who are conscious of 

tbemaelv;es as writers (Holden Caulfield in Salinger•a 
11 

Catch~1i) J-n t!J~- Rye). The fact that Sara, l~lilcher, 

and Jimson are ordering and articulating their thoughts 

must be taken into account when we analyze their per

sonalities, for much can be concealed by deliberation. 

Moreover, the written story gives us the added dimension 

or "emotion recollected in tranquillity." 

Each of the three stories in First Trilogy, the 

first a public confession, the second a personal diary, 
. 

· tbe third a memoir, presents not only action, but mind 

. I 

r 

-----------~~--- -- ________________________ ...___c -------

-
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in action--the interplay between what a character saya 

about bis 11.fe, and th.e peraonali ty which be reveals ' 

in interpreting the experience be has had. As Hazard 
. 

Adams says: 

In Cary we have the narrators coming °face to 
face tvi th the forms e They are not merely think
ing, they are at.ternpting to think and communicate. 
Cary's me·thod e1r1)1iesses tl1e creati1re freedorn of 
his characters insofar as their language will 
allow it; but it also expresses, insofar as they 
fail, their isolationo The constant tension ex
pressed by the isolation and creativity of each 
of these characters pro1~des me with much respect 
for Cary's achievemento 

How does an author make the written life story a 

manifestation of personality? The first matter of con

cern would seem to be the reason the character is writing 

about his life and the kinds of events which happen to 

him, since these are an indication of the kind of person 

he is. Secondly, the way be orders these events in his 

tale provides another clue. Does he make comment (ex

aggeratio~, understatement, humor, seriousness) or give ·,, 

a journalistic report? Attitude toward ot}1er people 

and the natural world, and writing style (imagination, 

tone) are also telling. Finally, apparent inconsist

encies, confusion, or defensive rationalizations in the 

narrative often reveal certain traits of character which 

the speaker wishes to bide or of which he is not fully 

aware; as a tentative standard to rneasure the truth, we 

have a kind of stage directio11 .......... the comments of others 

about himself which the writer may include, even though 

-----------~---- ---··---------· ----- -----·----------.. 
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be may not realize the implied criticism. 

For example, Sara is making a public confession tor. 
the newspapers following an arrest for theft. Since 

i 

she has had a strong moral upbringing, she thinks that 

ab~ ought to appear repentant, particularly before the 

connnuni ty, for her indiscretions i~1i th men and for her 

petty pilfering; the comedy lies in the fact that Sa~a 

undercuts her moralizings and genteelisms by the avidity 

with which she records her downfall, and by the readi

ness with which she excuses her sins. 

·_Thomas t,lilcher, on the other hand, tries to dis

cover the meaning of his life by setting it before him 

on the page. The seventy-year-old lawyer, very 111 

and close to death, tries to perfect himself in these 

last days. Cary attempts to show through the device of 

the private journal hoi1 honest a man is with himself. 

,if.. 

The author very subtly allows Wilcher•s protest that be 

is a pilgrim to become a desperate recurring theme which 

counterpoints the old man's glorification of tl1e past. 

Cary provides also the additional complexity of Wilcher'• 

suspicion that he ls fooling h1¥isel.f but is unable to 

do anything about it. 

Gulley(''Jimson records in his memoir only that 

period of his life which he considers to ·be the height 

or his artistic production; occasional flashbacks almost 

always relate to his becoming an artist. Yet he belies 

- - - - --- -- -~ ----~---- -
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this pride in hi• art and hia dedication to 1 t by the 
offhand manner with which he talks about painting. The 

sensitive reader quickly realizes that Gulley is con

cealing the sorrow of his life by cltielling upon his only 
source of joy, painting, and tl1at lie is masking sincerity 

toward it behind a facade of :flippancy. Gulley emerge·s 

from bis story as a tragic clown who becomes himself 

optimistic and gay in order to redeem the cruel indif

ference of the world. 
\ 

Joyce Cary seems to have adopted an interesting 

technique for creating character. How much can a writer 

reveal about the essence of a person who is trying to 

interpret himselr? Every word, every turn of phrase, 

recorded gesture, in addition to the content and organ

ization of the content, draws in the lines of char

acterization. Moreover, the device of a story written 

with a particular audience in mind may be a subtle way 

of approaching the interplay or the conscious and un

conscious minds. I should like to examine how Cary 
creates a distinct personality by means of a char

acter's telling his own story. This paper shall be 

111111ted to a rather general study or Thomas Wilcher 

and Gulley Jin1son and a de·tailed analysis of Sal's Monday. 

or the three, I have chosen Sara because her relative 

lack of complexity affords for a first reader of the 

trilogy a more lucid demonstration or Cary's method • 

... 

9 
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•• 
Let us look first at Tope A Pi~grim. Sara's 

story may be a means of earning some cash, Gulley's a 

tongue-in-cheek memoir, but Thomas 'Wilcher•s journal haa 

only a moral value. The old lawyer, dying at Tolbrook, 

the house where he was born, tries to p1r.,epa1..,e himself' · 

for heaven, and to release himself from the bonds to his 

beloved home and lands by rationalizing them away. We 

are more aware of his desperate need to write than be 

ia. 13 As Hazard Adams so well puts it, 

[car_y] ca11 present 1t!ilcher in a particular 
way, which symbolizes his central concerns, 
for l~Jilcl1er 9 s compositional problem is an 
analogue of his whole emotional problem: 
to strike a balance between the present and 
bis attachment to the past. -
e O O O O O G O O O O O O • • O e e e e e e 
In orde1') to e::cpreas tl1is tension between past 
and present in Wilcher 1 s mind, Cary chose the 
device of the journal, because in it we can 
see 1·Jilcherv s finished, 111ost co111plete attempt 
to meet his problem rationally while at the 
sarne tin.r1e . ove1"7,poi-.rering en10 t.i onal complications 
shine through the efforto 14 

'l'be lai1yer 1 s journal reveals that he, like Sara, wants 

to believe what he can't feel, for his protests that the 

way of salvation lies in looking abead are repeated too 

or ten, and they conflict; t1i t;l1 his desire to be still. 

He knoivs, rationally» that; one can only 11 ve in the 

moment; yet the moment is insignificant for him in con

trast to the past of bis memory: his niece Ann is a 

dull child or her "brilliant" father, Edward, and Tol-

' --
. ... {/'. 

10 
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brook, in its unkempt condition, ia a sad relic of ita 
I 

-~ 

former loveliness. 

Meaning for Wilcher lies only in the people of 

•power," his sister, Lucy, his brothers, Edward and Bill, 
c. -

and his sister-in~law, Amy9 v1ho are all now dead. Hie 

diary reveals the true place of Wilcbervs heart, for most 

entries slip back to years gone, and he can no longer 

separate past from present. Robert Bloom notes that: 

The fact that Wilcher 8 s advocacy of a non
traditional confrontation of the present 
takes tbe t1"Jouble to trace its o't-Jn tradition 
is a token of the irreperable cleavage in 
bimo Tbe t·1l1ole t>Jeigl1t and structu1'")e of the 
book exalts the Victorian experience; the 
contrasts almost alt·1ays imply a regrettable 
falling off ·in the present~ Yet the past 
is found wanting as wellol~ 

It is the closeness of death which brings the realization 

to Wilcher that he had never seen the people he now 

loves when they had moved berore his eyes: 

Familiar shapes are changed before my eyes. 
And see~1 ng these s tra11ge pa:t;terns, these 
jmmense shadoisrs 1?ea.ching to 1rry f'eet 9 . I say, 
1 ! never knew this place before, I have 
lived 1 i lre a mole in a r11n, like a cat in 
a ki tcbeno O ( TBAP, 339) 

Such ~tragic knot,1ledge is only compounded, however, 

by the tragedy we see in Wilcher at the moment he is 

writing, for he is only partially aware that in return

ing to a life which exists now only in memory, be is 

bound more than ever to an illusion. We find concrete 

example here of Cary's intention to expose his char-

- - ···- - -
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, · aoter*' souls beneath tbe disguise of their' self-reflec-
tions; l-11lcher asserts a tr11th about himself which is - · · · ----·--·--- ·-- -- · 
only part~al o I agree 111 th Kenne tl1 Hrunil ton that lrJilcher 
is a dreamer behind a conventional rasade of reason, but 
I diseg~ee that the old man finally affirms the meaning 

16 o:f time on his deathbed. Because lvilcher admits in the 
present that he sought so for a _dream as a young man that 
be failed to see that which he now considers to be real, 
so we see the parallel with his immediate inability to 
cope with the moment. The old man does affirm the mean
ing of time, but with unconvincing words: "'What I do 
care .Libout heave!¥ so long as I lie in Tolbrook church
yard? n ( 341). So also does l1e affirm a new spirit of 
courage which will imbue him with a gay acceptance of 
the world, a carerree heart, and self-confidence; he 
believes that he shall overcome the timidity and over
solemn self-consciousness of his younger years. Yet the 
desperate tone of bis diary, along with his admitted 
tears and suspicions of bis ramily, and the guarded 
quality of his revelations, seems to show that Wilcher 
ls still afraid of life. The moral scruples of his old 
age point lJacl{t-s-ards more than they indicate a grotr1ing 
1piritual perfection (though the latter motive is not 
totally lacking). They demonstrate anot-;ber 1'"'acet of 
Wilcber•s inability to deal 1r1ith the moment: he worries 
because he lrnows he must assume responsibility; yet he 

------- ------·----· -·· ------~ - - ---·- ·- - ·- .. ·-··· .. . . - - ·-
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bates reaponaib111ty • It places a strain upon affection. 

and in the past •swell as the pres~nt, Wilcher has 

wanted to~e dependent, no matter how opposed his con

science. His diary is only proof that he is still tl'J'-

. ;., 

··· ing to &'\!Oid commitment by multiplying his doobts. The 

.• 

1 .• -- • • • • - - ----. ···-· - ·- ----.----- ·---·--------·. --- --· -· ,---

"' 

evocation or the, p~st in the p1,.eserit ahotv-s a continuum 

of personality i~1hich bas a tragic meaning; Wilcher re-

grets his failure to stop his sister from joining the 

Benjamite sect which ultimately destroyed her, but he 

has made seventeen w.ills during the past few years be

cause he is torn between obligation and self-concern, and 

be resents worrying about tbe pregnant Ann, her unhappy 

marriage, and her husband's care of the house at Tol

brook. 

Although Wilcher 1 s e~otlons have always been power

rul, they have also always been tempered severely by an 

anxiety that the world which is suitable to him at the 

time, at least by custom, will crash about his ears. 

Thus his longing fo:r the intensity of li.fe tvhich he 

thinks he missed in the past is only a playful longing, 

ror he reveals, unconsciously, in recounting past inci

dents, that be did not really want it. He v~s afraid 

that the leader of the Benjamites, Pug Brown, who later 

became Lucy's husband, would convert l1im, and he gives 

bis niece Ann the impression that he did not like Brown 

vePy much, although he hastens to assert that he bad 

-·--- ------·---------·- -· -----______ ... -----~-
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1real greatness." He had never succeeded in becoming 
.J,/ li· 

a· foreign missic,nary ( al thougl1 lie cannot really say 

why) because the "responsibil1ty0 for Tolbrook is put 

upon ·him when his father dies, but Edt·Jard implies (as 

Wilcher reports) that Thomas never wanted to leave the 

house. He cannot say why, either, he treated bis family 

unjustly; we alone realize, as Wilche:r does not very 

much, that he became attached to them only when be could 

dream about them. 
. . 

Wilcher understands somewhat his failings in these 

ii tuations and ttttributes them to' his timidity and lack 

of "faith," but what he is not conscious of is that he 

must £orce himself, and has always had to force himselr, 
' 

to be dynamic, as at the very moment he tries to make 

himself into a pilg1~imo He bas been "moved by every 

voice of pot1e1~n ( 70) because in pa~sion he has envisaged 

direction; and he can find for himself no strong motiva

tion for action in the face of time's destructiveness. 

One of the most beautiful and tragic entries in the 

journal sadly explains the person Thomas Wilcher: 

The blue shadows bad stretched across the fields, 
and were rising up the front of the house until 
nothing was left except the golden chimney 
pots against a sl{y as darl1 ·as a la~1yer' s blue 
bag$ •It is like a Christmas card,' I thought, 
•except that it is real and I WJ1 seeing it, and 
it is far more beautiful than any picturee 
Because it is real, and so it must die. It is 
dying so fast that I can hardly bear to look at 
1 t. • ( 195) 

!bis intuition. possibly only tor a highly sensitive per-

__.. - ·-- - ... - - - _ ....... --- ... -· ··--- .... ---- . 
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aon, paralyzes Wilcher and sets him apart from Lucy and 
\ .... , 

.. . ' .. 

\, 

. "• . . ~ 

Edward and Bill, who acted without thought. In hie fear 

before tbe ultimatum of death, be clings in a dream to·-'. ·':-·

those who appeared to have purpose, even though he knows 
' 

their aim. was often a feeble one (Lucy had joined the 

Benjamites as an adventure, Edward was a cynical failure, 

Bill irrespon.sible). NoTrs be clings for life to Sara, 
,, 
' 

justifying his dependence by a language of religion--

Sara• s strength and independence are her ''faith"; she 11 

bis salvation. 

Wilcher trana~orma the dogma of Christianity be

cause it deserts him 1n his terror at leaving the familiar 

things of life; since he wants not heaven but earth, he 

makes the earth sacred. His affirmation of traditional 

Christianity sounds hollow even to his own ears, and at 

times tbe devil seems to have more power than God for 

him, although he prays steadily and chides Ann for her 
( 

nihilistic attitude: "Why do you do the devil's'work, 

Ann--trying to make me believe that there is nothing in 

the world but selfishness and self-seeking?" (100). Ann 

answers that such a wo~ld might be rather restful, a 

reply which demoralizes him: "An abominable remark 

that tunnels like some devil I a miner into the very . 

ground of hope and love, to blow all up0 
( 100). He 

analyzes himself as a ''dead frog" animated only by the 

power of others, the withdrawing of which leaves him 

- f,-·-- -, ,-~ ·-•·--'-"·_ ... .._-. ___ ;-~----·-...-..,...-~-:--.,.;, _____ -····--· .,. .. _ ·• -• '-~ - -- .•.• ·•-·•- lr ,-,.- • - ·--+·-··-, -----,-·•. ---•-- -~-.•--···----.. --~_____._k.+_. __ , 
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once more as a "preserved M\ll1!1'11" (77). out of desper

ation, he is forced to make a distinction between 

Christianity and what be calls "faith"--the confidence 

in oneself to live-~because those who have what he calli 

.faith are not demonstrably Christian. F1nally9 Sara 

becomes his last hope of 11 salvation" because she is self- · 

sufficient and he can depend upon her for sustenance; 

quite sure that her essential motivation is not Christian, 

Wilcher nevertheless makes of Sara the true pilgri.m ivho 

is bound to nothing. but her ov1n soul. His sophistical 

reasoning is a powerful reminder that Wilcher is not at 

all prepared for heaven but is grasping indiscriminatingly 

at whatever threads will hold him for a while to the 

world. 

The technique of the private journal bas functioned 

well in defining Thomas Wilcher for us. The very form 

of the journal (with its imperceptible transitions from 

actuality to dream) embodying the flux of past and 

prese11t i11 t·Jilcher9 s mind, the well-controlled but some

times lyrical style of writing, the overserious and 

forceably disguised tone of desperation, reveal a man 

who is unable to adjust his pa&ton for perfection to the 

vagaries of time and the ~,orld. That i~lilcher has never 

told anyone of the experiences he has recorded, that he 

is urnnarried and, admittedly, rather stingy and fussy, 

are further indirect signs that indicate bis particijlar 
I/ 

' 

,,' J 
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peraonal.ity. ···· . . 

Moreover, Cary is also attempting t9 •~ow,, through 

the device or the written life story, how what a men 

thinks and says about his lif_e, either to hims~lr or to 

· others, is part of his personality. Wilcher pores over. 

bis life, scrup-ulously scraping 1 t to discover himself 

somewhere withino He seems to dwell on the hurtful 

embarrassing experiences or to suppress them altogether 

-,~ ( the question of his marriage to his mistress Julie, for 

example). His prose strains against the order of ra~ 

tionality which he imposes, revealing an intense romantic 

who can accept neither the boredom of time nor the 

prospect of nothingness. Wilcber 9 s journal creates for 

ua a character who is real and complex; Cary bas handled ... 

an indirect method of characterization with quite a bit 

of subtlety. 
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Gulley Jim.son, like Sara, is writing hia memoir ror 
- - - -------·--·~ - ...... - . -

. . ... ·--1t---·- --~·~--------·-----·---· .. - ' 

i . 

the public. Lying in a hospital bed paralyzed by a 

stroke, he dictates his story to his "honorary secretarJ" 
I 

who will publish 1 t as part of The Life and Works of 

Gulley Jimsono Unlike Sara, though, Jimaon exercises 

more r2tional control over what he writes so as not to 

reveal too much about himself. The narrator of the third 
i 

story is the eternal artist; Gulley Jimson we can never 

tully lmow. Why do we realize there is a distinction? 

Because we suspect that the Jimson who tells the story 1a 

too clever to reveal himself, particularly since the selt 

Which be creates is much larger than life. 

Gulley Jimson hasn't told the truth since be was a 

8 k1d" (he tells us); he believes that to talk is to tell 

a lot of lies., and "~rhat makes it worse, not even mean-
. ,· 

ing to11 
( THx-1, 79), and he hates to tell people about 

'himself because "they try to put you in their box" ( 3.5). 

Moreover, every incident in which he confronts the 

love1'1s o.f art displays Jirnson• s delight in playing the 

artist while giggling behind the mask at the intense 

aesthetes (143). He knows, too, that it is easier to 

tell people what they want to ·hear than what is true, 

tor they can't understand that which is outside their 

own rrruTie of rererencee Thus Gulley can fabricate as 

typical a picture or the artist as his biographer, Mr. 

. ··~--- - - --- ~------· - -- - . -· . - , 
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Alabaster, "a cricket" so serious that he i~ almost blue, 

can i11iah for. Jimson has told us how he baa turned "the 

Professor" upside .down w1 thout that reverent scholar 

euapecting it in the least: 
/", 

-The Pro.fessor smiled quickly like ~n·e who says,-
' the eccentricities of geniuso But really it's 
a pityo' Then he became very serious again 9 ••• 
and said» 1 Mro Jimson, r·have been planning for 
some time, subject to ;you:t') a.pprova.l of course, 
and I hope, assistance, a definitive biography, 
and a descriptive and appreciative catalogue of 
your ar"'c, vJi th reprodu·ctions of principal tJorks.' 

Reproductions of principal fforks was a good 
one. Ir I hadn't been in company, I should have 
lain down on the pavement and kicked my legs in 
the air. Was he real? (126) 

He makes Mr. Alabaster promise a deluxe edition of at 

least-four hundred pages with lace-edged reproductions. 

So Gulley's imagination would be caught by a pro

ject such as an artist's autobiography, especially since 

bis ingenuity bas little to work upon in the hospital. 

Again, the story tvould be the last laugh on critics. 

Therefore, it is most likely that Jimson is creating an 

artist who is basically himself, but enlarged for dra

matic and comic purposes. And so Gulley Jimsonis story 

tells us that be lives only for his art, that he begs, 

steals 9 and murders (at least Sara) in order to paint. 

His style of narration is clever, witty, vulgar, and 

.. racy. He debunks everything, including bis -work when 

be is asked to explain ito 

Why does Gulley conceal· personal feelings? In ad

dition to fabricating the artist which is basically him-

., 
- -------------- --- -- ---------- ------·--- ---
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~- aelt, Gulle1J provides other suggestio~s Wh !ob seem 

deliberate·ly intended (by Cary) to shot-r us that Gullq 

is a naked soul l1ho bas learr1t to cover himself 1r1i th 

an offhand manner. We are told by Jimson, for instance • 

tbat he had tried for years to protect his sister, though 

she did not want to be protected, from a husband who 

ultbnately destroyed her. He says several times that 

if he allotis the sufferings of others to a:rfec·t him he 

would never paint; he cries at the deaths of "Hickie" 

(Mr. Hickson, his patron) and Sara, and cries for him-
r ' 

self ~,hen be can• t paint or 'tiben in joy he finds a wall 

for an epic work. It soon becomes clear to us that 

Jim.son assumes a pose in telling his story as much to 

deflect ridicule away from his most intimate feelings 

as to spin a fancirul tale. We know that his father 

was ruined, economically and psychologically, by the 

changing trends in art, and that Gulley sorrows ror him, 

although he brushes the sentiment away with ty-pical 

tlippancyo He tries to discourage the young boy Nosy 

from pursuing a career as a painter by exaggerating 

the difficulties of creation and underplaying the achieve

ment; be praises the virtues of middle-class mediocrity. 

with a sarcasm that often reveals his resent~ent against 

the indifference and ill will of that class. This is 

what be ·tells Nosy E4bout his son, .Tollll1ly, whom be also 

tried to discourage from art: 
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•You needn't be afraid, Daddy,' said Tom, 'I 
haven't any taste for arto 1 And, thank God, he 
did really hate the whole racketo Too polite 
to say so, but he t;hougb"t n1e a dirty old falter, 
and his stepmother a slurnmock t1l10 t·1ould rather 
flop around in a lYrappe1~ listening to 1r,!ag-ner 
or Bee-tboven than wash her face or darn his 
socl{So Tom t·1e·nt to a good school and it ct1red 
him of art before he i-.ras fifteeno Pl.11d see where 
he is not-1 o A gentlemen and a scr1olar. tvho 
doesn~ t l{noi,1 an illustration from a picture. 
And can I t tell "God Save the King" from ''Sleepers 
Awal1:e o U· ( 35) 

Gulley9 if we can judge by his discussions of 

aesthetics and philosophy, is highly intelligent and 

aware or the meaning of reality. From the words of 

Blake and from his own insiGht into experience, he 

feels that the isolation of the individual is a neces

sary result or by-product of what he calls the perfect 

freedom of man., the human her! tage of the Fall: 

I 

'· •• love doesn't grow on the trees like 
apples in Rden--1t 1 s something you have to 
make. And you must use your imagination to 
make it too, just like anything elseQ It's 
all t"1ork, t·rorlto The curse of Adan10 But if 
he does11' t 1r1orlt 9 l1e doesn't get anything, 
even loveo He just tun1bles about in hell and 
bashes himself and burns himself and stabs 
bimselfo Tbe fallen man-~nobody's going to 
look after himo The poor bastard is free-
a free and responsible citizen. The Fall 
into freedotno V ( 165) .. 

He displays a courageous nature in his attempt to apply 

this philosophy to his own maltreatment by all those 

people t·Jho., by exercising their pursuit of f:reedom, 

crush his : "' I I m going'· to get a kick in the s tomaeh 

that would paralyze an elephant. ?lot that it would 

.,. 

111 .• :· 
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worry me. No, I've bad some. • •• I'm an old boss•• 

(105). He fights self-pity: "'Who are you to make all 

this fuss about; yourself? Things are raoving., that's 

all ' " ( 45) • The repetition of the sentiment en·couraging 

bjmself' not to take things too personally gives us more 

evidence of his sensitivity. We hear his real voice 

when he takes us into his confidence and;complains 

about the artist's difficulty in explaining himself to 

non-artists (here to two clergymen): 

And I couldn 1 t get out a word. It was most 
embarrassing. There was the poor chap doing 
his best, and I had to pretend to be stone 
deare Come 9 I said to myself, say something, 
anythingo Something -'cl·Jey can understando 
That's all they wanto Somethin~ about the 
weathero Somethine to knock a hole in this 
awful situation and let doi~n the pressu11e. 
Come, I said, you're not one of those asses 
who takes himself seriously. 
e e O O 0 O O O O O O e • 0 e e •. • • e. 

And making a strong manly e£fort. I 
opened my mouth, smiled my charming smile 
from ear to ear •••• (38) 

Gulley manages to adjust somewhat his sensitive nature 

to the unrefined world by taking on an attitude of not 

caring. As Hazard Adams says, "Both the comedy and the 

tragedy of Gulley's situation as artist are heightened 

by Cary's allowing Gulley to dictate his memoir, for 

throughout the novel we find Gulley trying publicly to 

keep to his ovJn ideals o 
11 

1 .. , 

Un.fortunately, the man and his public image do not 

always seem to exist in the same person. I believe that 

22 
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.~ · dary goea overboard in creating tbe caricature or the 
. ' ' 

artist, Jimson's coy and happy-go-lucky paintel', so 

that t·he profound utterances of the speaker, the truths 

straight from the horse's mouth, are subject to mnbi-
. 

guity. They seem to be meant seriously, but ja~ witb 

23 
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~- Gulley's actual confrontation with the world. For ex-

ample, Gulley's rejection of home and family for the 

vagabond life of art, the death of his mistress Rozzie 

beneath a bus, his own accidental murder of Sara>do not . 

receive much more notice than the color of the sky or 

the walrus face o-.f a passerby. Yet this man philoso- ·-

phizes about the nature of human freedom, of love, of 

art. The reader remains unsatisfied by an endless 

stream of clever similes which brushes by a real con

frontation with experience that we would expect a man 

of Jimson•s awareness to make. Although the contra-

diction appears to be a deliberate one on Cary's part 

(The Horse's Mouth is Gulley's way of appearing befol'e 

the t'lorld), the result is not completely believable. 

As Robert Bloom says, the mixture of comic and serious 

"is very much a part of [cary'~ encompassing vision 

of human life--but the question is whether the exalted 

18 is not finally and irreparably impaired as a result.". 

Therefore I cannot agree with Hamilton when he 

says that Gulley is one of the few artists t·rhose genius 
19 

we can really believe in. Although I don't think., as 

., 
~ 
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. James Hall does, that The Horse's Mouth is often dull, 
I d6 agree that it is harder to reread then most comic 

20 
.. Jlovels e Sidney Monas, too, notes elements of cari- · . p 

oatu-re i1hich are not fitting ( the ghost of Sara., the 

crew which topples Gulley's wall as ten thousand 
21 

angels); and Frederick Karl feels ~hat Gulley, as well 
as the other two main characters of the trilogy, lacks 

22 the depth to c_onfront moral issues. Thus the f'low of 

images 111hich seem at first to be 1vi tty and as original 

as tbe images of the metaphysical poets soon begins to 

tire and Gulley begins to seem like an animated-cartoon 

figure. 

Yet let us see to what degree Cary succeeds. How 
might he show that his narrator is the man of ,,ision 

that he claims to be, who sees the physical world as 

the veil of the eternal? Have him paint an epic, The 

Raising of Lazarus_,_. on a full-sized tvall, complete with 

a "glass-green Lazarus up the middle stiff as an ice 

man; cactus and spike grass all round, laurel green, a 

lot of yellow ochre feet in the top corner and bald 

heads in the bottom triangle ••• n (187). How give an 

artist his own unioue flavor? Pamela Johnson shows us -
that the opening paragraph or The Horse's Mouth {part 

of which I shall quote) presents everything that we 

need to knoi-1 about Gulley: 
'" 

I was walking by the Thames. Half-past morning 

.i~-····--·---------- ,,--···----~------ - - -- -__ ... ____ ....... _._______________ 
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on ·an autumn day. Sun in a mist. Like an orange 
in a fried fish shop. All bright below. Low 
tide, dusty water and a crooked bar of straw, 

-----------Chiclren-bo:x:es., dirt and oil rrorr1 mu~] to mud. 

I' , .. , 

l 

Like a viper swinnning in skim milk. The old 
serpent, symbol of nature and love. (l)" 

Mias Johnson points out that· the concern with form, the 

particular quality of imagination and speech rhythms, 

the harsh and coarse image of' the "viper swinmling in 

skimeomilk" all bring alive the eccentric., volatile, 

artist Gulley Jimsono The tone of the passage is "in-
23 

curably optimistic." Gulley cannot contain the jump 

of life within him, and the mythic artist Jimson which 

be creates is as much an outlet for his overflowing 

creative energy as a conventional means of accosting the 

world with his intensity. 

He is excited about the wonder of the ·world, and we 

can see that his imagination ranges e1rperience from the 

striking originality of his analogies ("Like an orange 

in a fried fish shop"). He draws himself and other 

people with the flair of the caricaturist; most men a~e, 

to his eye walruses or fish, and preachers in particular 

are dog collars. Here he tries to shot,., h0Vr1 be feels 
. ' . 

when the clergy thinks it ought to support religious 

art: 

As if I had been a happy worm, creeping all 
soft and oily through the grass, imagining tbe 
blades to be great forest trees, and every 
little pebble e mountain overcome; and taking 
the glot·.r of self-satisfaction from his ot1n 
tail for the glory of the Lord shining on his 

· path; when all at once a· herd of bullocks c<11es 
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trampling along, snorting tropical epochs arid abi tting · continents o • o .( 37) ~ . -

.~~~~~--h.describes bis friend Plantie's eyes in a stat~ 6~ 
, ex·c1 tement as "running out of their holes and then 

....... 

' 

( running back again, lilce children at the nu1~sery door, 
just before the part~-" (5'9). The dome o.f St. Paul's 

-. is <···the "everlasting muffin dish, 11 and bis descriptions 
of nature are as colorful as they are racy: 

Clouds all in blue and blue-and-soot. Blueblack smoke drifting up like smoky candles, and a blue sky as blue as blue spectacles with long pieces of sooty cobweb floating high up. Stars coming through like needle-points; ~reen-blue, and neon blue; and the river pouring r~~ quietly along, as bright as ink out of a bottle .(49) ~ 

Gulley is also as earthy as he is etheric, and this 
quality orten combines with an ability to fast-talk that 
provides very funny results (here he is arguing with a 
aaleswoman over a painting): 

She ·asked me twenty pounds for a Constable, two trees., four elouds 9 and a little piece of dogshit in the foregroundo The ~sual junk shop . 

~ Constable, value four=-and-s ixo ,, Or i:ri 'cb t-v10 bits of dog-st1it, and a spot of gent1ina synthetic cobalt blue between the two bottom c1ouds, fiveand-sixo l'1li th frw,1e, stli)ing:, and patent hook ready to hang, five-and-ninepenceo(l04)~ 
Bia appreciation of Sara is not merely aesthetic: 

And she sat down again in the old t-.uay; looking at the chair first, like a cat at the rug, and then giving it a pat, and 'Gl1en pulling up her ski~ts and then taking her seato Taking ber seat is the lYordo And t;hen disposing her skirts, and pushing out her front and arra~ging ber arms, and throwing up her top chin, and assuming a handsome expression •••• I'd seen 
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ber do the whole act a thou1and times and wanted 
to give her a rap. Just to bring to her attention 
the-existence or the rorgotten mane A slap on 
the nap. And I pulled my chair up· ·nearer·.- Took ---------
up a strategic position on the left flank.(27)~ 

The image we receive or the speaker is of a little 
\ 

; 

man whose legs fly off in all directions and who likes 

to sit in the laps or big women. He is ugly, stuff• hia 

clothes and shoes with newspaper to keep out the damp, 

but never feels sorry for himself, because he is living 

and because he loves to paintc Gay and exuberant, he 

jumps into the air t·1hen an idea bits him in the s~creet 

~ despite the shower of orange peels which the neighbor

hood children fling at him. What crimes he doesn't com

mit in order to get money for painting he indulges in 

for joy or to test his clevernesso At the opening of 

his story, Gulley has just been released from jail for 

haunting bis patron, Mr. Hickson, on the phone; very 

. soon (and many times thereafter), be drops into another 

telephone box: 

Put a pencil betw,een my teeth, and asked for 
Mr. Hickson. The young butler answered in his 

·voice like a capon's crow, 1Who shall I say?' 
'The President of the Royal Academy.• 
• • o o o o 0 o o o o e • • • • • • • • • • 
1 Is that you~ Jimson?' 
•certainly not 9

9 I said, 1 I wouldn't touch the 
bastard t-1i th a dung f'ork. • ( 7) 

Racing aYtJay from telephone boxes fli th the police at bis .---:.,

heels is one of GulleyVs principal forms of entertain

ment, for he can tl1us tantalize tl:le representat;:lvea or 
bis two chief irritants, the bourgeoisie Jnd bureaucrac7, 
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•• well as keep bimaelt creatively occupied. Desperate 

and frustrated because the world will not allow him tb• · 
.. , , 

freedom to catch ''glimpses of the eternal t~orld, 11 he 

forces himself to do the next best thing--to transform 

the bonds or tbe·pbysical world into the rainbow of the 

imagination. "They say a chap --just out of prison runs 

into the nearest cover; into aome dark little room, like· 

a rabbit put up by a stoat. The sky feels too big for 

him. But I liked it. I swam in it. I couldn't take 

my eyes of:f the clouds, the water, the mud" (1). 

Cary manages the narrative in such a way that Gul

ley's shrug toward the world is an indication that he 

cares very much about the £eel1ngs of others toward him, 

and that his whimsical and frenzied story is the escape'<,,. 
\ 

of his imagination from the strictures of the ordinary. 

·/ 
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Cary round the technique of the written life story 

iitiitable to explore the "t~nsion be·tween the official 

and the human versions" 2~- of Sara Monday• s J .. ife. Sara 

tells her own story, according to Cary's plan, so that 

she may have a chance to defend a kind or existence 

which society would call, at the least, questionable--

a life of fornication, adultery, theft, perjury. For if 

the sin be flagrant, the sinner is not simply so; he 

has motives which are rarely etther good or evil but 

more often hopelessly mixed. Cary shows through the 

dramatization of Sara, as of the two other speakers of 

the trilogy, that the complex personality of the indi

vidual can never be measured by the norm of conduct 

which a society necessaril~u~olds. A knowledge of 

motives so twists our immediate judgment of actions 

that we can neither condemn nor approbate Sara's deeds. 

We can only lend willing ears to the long confession 

of her downfall, or admire her gusto in going about 

life. 

Sara_ tells us her motives, explicit and implicit, 

deliberate and unconscious, when she relates the story 

or her pasto All are integrated in the person Sara, 

along t·Ji th he1~ interpretation of them and her delibel'a-

tion in revealing them to a public audience. The ~tory· 
' •., 
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tbat results is the complex pattern o~ a number of inter

related forces. One principle of action in the pattern, 

Which is not unlike that of Moll Flanders' life, is 

Sara• s sincere belief in the ten connnand1nents; :lnter- · 

woven liith this conviction, however, is a strong instinot-

for pleasure. Seemingly, the two modes of living are 
. ,. 

opposed, but Sara's problem is that she cannot consider 

seriously her afternoon tea, parties, clothes, and "poor 

11 ttle mannies" as paths to everlasting fire, although 

stern childhood lessons in religion and the fear of bell 

certainly compel her to try. Thus, another part of the 

design which is Sara 1 s total personality is her effort 

to juggle both ways of life at the same time--please · 

Sara, please God--and if the most ingenious sophistry 

is the result, Sara can always hide behind the faceade 

of doubt, the excuse or not knowing herself well enough 

to choose the right patb of action. Her defensive 

rationalizations are not all conscious either, but when 

she is aware of her self-excuses, they become only the 

more prolific and ingenious, to the delight of the 

reader. 

Finally, what Sara cannot see of herself, as we 

can, is that hedonism is more fitting as a way of life 

than orthodox Christianity ever could be; no matter how 

she may try to desire church service, her huge feathered 

bat and bright attention-getting Sunday clothes give 

,, 
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ber away. Her very East for lire. as we shall.see, 

approaches a spirituality that is Sara's own confronta

tion with reality, even though, as a well-brought up 

Christian, she· mistrusts or thinks s~ ought to mistrust 

Utlorthodox feelings. In her conflict lie the humor and 

charm of the story. 

M - -r . 

As Sara opens her tale, for example, we are imp.reseed 
. -

with a tone of moral gravity which does not quite con-

ceal the kind of relish usually designated for past 

operations and illnesses; "The judge., v1hen he sent me 

to prison, said that I had behaved like a woman without 

any moral sense" (HS.,l). Her next sentence is a bit 

more chatty and intimate: "'I noticed.,' he said, and 

the paper printed it all,~ 'that several times during the 

gravest revelations of her own frauds and ingratitude, 

Mrs. Monday smiled.' ••• When he spoke in this way I 
,, 

was upset and wanted to tell him that I had never been 

against religion, far frmn it ••• " (1). Cary has given 

us the first clue to Sara's personality, and all that 

she tells us subsequently is subject to the knowledge 

that she savors the memory of that which the judge calls 

a 111 laxity and contempt for all religious principle and 

social obligation which threatens to undermine the whole 

fabric of civilization.'~ (1). 

Thus Sara never suspects (or lets it be known that 

abe suspects) that the story of her moral downfall 
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os tena_ibly recorded for the purpose that "some who read 

this bool{ may take v1arning and aslr themselves before it 

is too late what they really are and why they behave as 

they don (2) is requested for the newspapers by a "kind 

gentlemen" as a spicy confession. Sara lov~s to strut 

before interested eyes, as we shall see in ample evidence 

throughout her book, and if she can ease her conscience 

in the process, all the better. "'Know thyself,' the 

chaplain says, and it is true that I never knew myself 

till now•" (2). Sara is proclaiming self-knowledge, a 

state of soul which we, the witnesses, always tend to 

regard t·11 th suspicion, and vrbich jars particularly with 

ber smiles from the witness chair. 

As proof of her sharpened conscience, Sara recalls 

a previous self~revelation which had com~ to nothing and 

which, of course, is no longer the pattern of her moral 

life. She remembers that she had caught a reflection 

of herself' in the mirror of a "grand" Paris shop, and 

been stunned at her "new hat as big as an East;e1>'1) cake": 

"Look· at that fat., common trollop of a eirl 1r1itb a snub 

nose and the shiny cheeks, jumping out of her skin to 

be in a. Paris bat" ( 3). She tells us that she realized 

then that she had not seen herself with the world's eye, 

but had overpraised her nose, her "i-1onde1"'lful n bi-10~1n 

eyes, and every nb it tt at one time or ano ·cl1 er o "So I 

bad made a·belle ot myself when I was nothing, as they 

-----···-------·-·--,.-----~------- ---------·-·---·---------------·----·-··-- -···-----------------, ' - ________,.._______ ... 
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uied to say at home, but maiden meat" (3). But the 

"upshot" of the affair (Sara's characteristic conclu

sion) was th~t she couldn't resist the hat, consoling 

herself with the advice"• •• if people looked at me 
I thought: If I am a body then it can't be helped, for 

I can't help myself" ( 3). 

We have been introduced, then, to Sara's pattern 

of self-indulgence, defensive rationalization, and 

protest of weakness. But Sara says she has changed, 

and 1 t is up to us to discover t1hether the present, is 

merely a repetition of the past. Thus Cary leads us 

into Sara's reflections about her past life which has 

been a series of "surprises." She still is surprised 

at hav~ng been able to capture a gentleman, Matt Monday, 

for a husband when she was only a cook, until it oc

curs to her ( or she allows herself to reveal). that 
.• { 

perhaps she hadn't discouraged him too much by running 

away from him. Again, looking back on those days, Sara 

still sees herself as a "sober maiden° al though she 

admits dropping her moral handbook, Pillars or the 

· House, to meet the· milkman, who was not only a 11 good-
I 

looking boy, and a charmer" but a philanderer who had 

"misused" several girls as t·rell. Al though Sara speaks 

trom a vantage pqint far removed from the early days 

of her maidenhood and thinks that she is able to analyze 

t·be past, she cannot yet tell why she acted as she did, 
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aa this .memory other pre-marital adventure ·with Matt· 
·~ .. 

reveals: 
-·----·--- ····--· ..... ··-···· .. ·- . All that evening I was surprised st myself. Yet 

it seemed to me that I could still draw back, 

:,: 

·~: ·' 

.. r'/ 

• . 

.... _. 

and. that it lt18S all a kind of plsyo O O • I was 
not flighty then, I was a sobersideso If I bad 
been fligl1ty, I t.,1ould not have been so surprised 
at myself 9 as T t·1as for many a day, until I had 
not tin1e to thinl~ of anythingo (10) 

Each time Sare becon1es involved 1:1ith a man, the 

excuses become more profuse and less believable, as even 
C: .. 

she sometimes admits in the retelling. The fact, though, 

that she in each succeeding incident and in the present 

often dismisses moral judgment causes us to believe, that 
' 

Sara, even in her old age, has alwaws been a man

catoher. For example, a little later in the novel 

after Sara has gotten over her surprise in succumbing 

to Matt, she begins to flutter her eyelashes at Mr. 

Hickson, a business associate of Matt's; she feels 

sorry for him because he is lonely, she assures us, but 

she also hopes to advance Matt in the world (which she 

also tells us) and to enjoy the admiration (she lets 

this motive pass). She flirts with him at the church 

bazaar(" ••• I'll ownJI put that in my eye which, 
' 

among us village girls, had meant: •I have a soft 

place :ror you'" [2.9]) and he bad responded in an ex

pected manner as the other small-town ladies stared. 

Hickson comes to tea then every day, whether Matt ·is 

at home or not, and Sara knows very we11· what he has 

... .,:_ 

.a 

.' '. .... f 
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in mind: "he would know how to fiddle all tunes which 

women dance to" (24) o The con1ic results, therefore, of 

Sara's protests of innocence when Hickson responds a 

11 ttle more aggressively aI'e rich: ". • • he began 

admiring my'· frock, which ~,as a 6hlssian blouse all ru:r

fled down the front, lifting the r~ffles and pretending 

to see how they were sewn to the bodice, but really to 

touch me. I did"'not think I liked it ••• '' (26). But 

we can already predict what her next reaction and re

sponse will be., having become familiar i·ri th Sara's con-

flicts between ladylike conduct and baser urges: " • • • 
'&nd yet I thought., 1·1hat harm if he enjoys it, poor little 

man. I owe a ~reat deal to him, I thought, for he has 

got for me much I could never have got for myselr" (26). 

Her next justification brings down the curtain: " • • • 
it was no great crime :tn I1r. Hickson, to be a man and 

like me as a woman. Or if it was so, then Providence 

must answer for our shapes" (26). We, Sara's audience, 

finally take her subsequent affa~rs with Gulley Jimson 

and Thomas \vilcher with several grains of salt. 

Robert Bloom says that many of Sara's elaborate 

schemes to protect herself from th·e judging eyes of the 
. l 

world are, ironically, unnecessary because her urges 

"consist for the most part in seeing to it that people 

whom she can cons·true as frunily are decently provided 

for, and that beI' own days are spent among things that 

... .-, 

I • .. 
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· · are clean, fit, sparkling, and tidy. "
2S Such an inter

pretation is only partly true, though., because Sara is 

also a manipulator of people, desiring to insure the 

·continuance of an easy life and, as James Hall rightly 

points out., longing for excitement be.neath the facade 
26 

that she wants only security and children. Sara does 

not fall only because she has found that placating men 

often brings her luxury--marriage into the home of a 

gentleman, favors from a millionaire, a safe tenure in 

a household. Sara's love of ease may be instinctive, 

but her methods for gaining and holding on to luxury are 

well calculated, a bit of worldly wisdom which jars with 

her professed ethics. 

Sara's professed moral standards are not really so 

opposed to her shrewdness as they may seeme Virtue 

develops character and character gets a husband, Sara 

was instructed by her mother: nFor if you want to get 

a husband ••• you'll have to do it on your temper and 

your character. Your face and your shape will take you 

no farther than the 1·1orkhouse" ( 8). Religion is joined 

in Sara's mind with her training as a kitchenmaid in a 

"good religious house" and her certificate for sewing 

along with her prize in Scripture at school. The code 

of morality which she professes is as much tied up with 

the bourgeois ideals of the way a maiden ought to con

duct herself in order to find a proper husband as with 

r -· 
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tbe cleanliness, good housekeeping, and good sense which 

Sara upholds. 

Thus while Sara is sincere in desiring to uphold 

the commandments she was brought up on, these tenets 

focus on the middleclass virtues of decorum, chastity, 

self-discipline, and longsuffering. Sara, as a.result 

of her good home-tra~ning, associates these virtues with 

husband-seeking., and so utilizes them to attract a "good 

catch." But arter she has captured her man, Sara finds 

these virtues a slight burden, not too dirficult to cast --=-, 

off. She has learned 1,.,1011 the lessons of independence 

and thrift, though, as well as {it must be added to 

Sara's advantage) gained an insight into her tendency 

to overindulge in the physical pleasures of the world. 

Heavenly virtues do not preoccupy Sara so much as 

the quest for a guarantee of comfort, and the continuance 
~s.:..:: 

of the pleasures of good food, a cozy home, and pretty 

clothes. Her philosophy of life is that "There's not 

so much happiness in the world that anyone can afford 

to waste itu (61). Her pursuit of enjoyment, springing 

from a generous heart, is yet orten selfish. But an 

understanding or charity is outside of Sara's scope; 

sbe loves her Matt but plagues him with bills, loves 

Gulley Jimson because he is an imaginative lover but 

leaves him for a steadier income than an artist•s • 

Sara tells us that she did not care greatly for Matt 

• 
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("a poor thing., with his long n~,~nd long nose., his 
. . . ",,) 

-------·---~------ - bulgy eyes and his bald head" LCJJ)· when she went to 

- ··.._~, 

··-~ 

work in his mother's house and did not even like ·him 

very much when be proposed marriage. But after marriage 

she falls in love with him (as she does ultimately with 

·every man, no matter how virile or weak, handsome or 

ugly). Matt provides her, too, with the means of making J' 

,tJ 

their house at Bradnall a center of social activity. 

Sara arranges for teas and pageants and plays, party 

after party, dancing all night., "three· nights running." 

She looks back nostalgically on the world which was all 

gaiety, when sbe was in the "fury" of her life, although 

she hastens to assure her readers that she spent most 

of the time in the nursery. And she says she came to 

love her Matt more and more because he was so sweet and 

good. But when her husband is dying, Gulley is already 

· at the kitchen door, "as stupid as any man in that 

state, quite l1angdog with love" (85). Ii' Sara protests 

more than the Wife of Bath lining up her fifth husband, 

the sentiments of each are not too dissimilar: "I could 

not drive the man away as long as he behaved himself. 

' :1, ,, 

He 1t1as so pleased to come" { 80). I1att slips away, while 

Sara's story is filled with Jimson and how she tried to 

get him out of the house, the result being a subsequent 

liaison. 

But if Cary takes care to reveal the selfish side 

\ ,o..J ·, 
\ 

• 
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of Sara's nature, he allows her am.ple space to display 

---- the positive face of--··this ·trait--whlch is a full connnit-

ment to life. Gulley J~mson draws out Sara's exuberance 

and zest to its fullest expression; as she writes her 

story, she recalls fondly that she loved him best of 

all her men. Jimson finds a way to Sara's heart through 

her domestic instincts; a hole in his coat and loose 
,;? 

irouser buttons gain him more attention than words of ... , 

love (as Sara is anxious to show her widow's weeds to 

the community): "Now when I found myself se1-1ing his 

trousers and he in his sleeves, I thought: This is not 

fit for a new widow, and I looked severely enough" (92). 

She protests against a marriage so soon after Matt's 

death but leaves the possibility open: "the end of it 

was I gave way to him enough to say I might make in- ~< 
quiries .. Las to Jimson' s whereabouts tvhen she comes to 

towE,7 if I had time, and I took the address. And so I 

made time ••• " (94). Jimson manages to capture Sara 

in a furious series of scenes which are the £unniest in 

the book--Sara won't have him; he leaves in anger; she 

goes after, trailing a myriad of excuses (a rorgotten 

scarf, his painting). They becorll) engaged in Brighton, 

but Sara puts a chair against the door until the wedding 

night (for Jimson keeps t~ing to get into her bed): 

. . 

• • o be can1e to rny roon1 at one 01") t°taJO O I clock 
and tried to get into my bed. I t-.ras surprised 
at.bis impudence and told him to get out quick. 

39 
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So he apologi-zed and said he had only come to say good night. The next night he was half in before I waked up, and I had to jump out and take him by the shoulders and fairly put him through the door. (108) . 

But the desire for peace and the hot afternoonLsun 
on the beach combine to give Sara justification for losing 
her control of the situation and "God forgive me, it was 
only when I came to myself, cooling in the shadow, that 

- .. I asked what I had done. Then, indeed, I felt the fore-
bodings of my misery, and punishment, and I was weirhed 
down all the evening" ( 110). But or, course, once having 
given in, Sara cannot bar the door any more, and the 
climax of the situation is that she becomes his mistress 
instead of his wife. Gulley confesses that he cannot be 
married because his other wives are still alive, but 
Sara can weather even adultery now that she has gotten 
her man and enough glasses of brandy and beer so that 
"the thing got to look more ordinary" (112). 

When Gulley rebels agair1st domestic! ty--being clean, 
finding a job, painting for the public (Sara's attitude 
toward Gulley's lack of acclaim by the art world is "1,.fhat 

~good tjill it do him to be famot1s V<lhen he's dead?l>'~t[2!J-
and leaves Sara, she too moves on, although her heart 
is broken for a while. After the scare of a probation 
order for writing bad checks, she resolves to turn a 
new lear, congratulating herself for her luck at finding 
a position at Tolbrook since she had lost her "char-

- - \ -·· ' 
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acter." She cannot tell why she dld nso foolish a thing" 
'\ as giving bad checks,· thinking that the ".friendly" bank 

manager in Queensport would let be~ owe a little, but 
admits now that she did not care what sb·e did because ,. 

she t1anted to get away from the house where Gulley had 
stayed. Brimming with the admiration of ~he police 

) 

( - ~ -~ ' sergeant, who had told her that she had tHe ,complexion 
" '· of a baby, Sara struts off to the conquest o~ another 

householder, Thomas Wilcher. 
., 

Sara's vitality is as much her saving grace as the 
source of her conflicts with morality; it sidesteps a 
conventional code of ethics because Sara can only live, 
given her personality, by instinctive energy, not by a 
set 0£ rules formulated by another. Cary felt that for 
Sara to express her own thoughts in her own words, the 
logic of her private world might be made believable. 
So, ~ithough Sara uses the excuse that she does not know 
herselr in order to enjoy t~e pleasures she suspects 
might be forbidden if she investigated further, the 
dictates or preachers which demand suppres~ion of her 
natural instincts genuinely confuse her: 

Yet I could not n1ake out even then how bad I had been, or how guiltyo o o o And people use words so that you can never be sure what they roeano When the preachers u~ed to speak of adulteries, it would turn out aft~~ all, in the thirdly or fourthly, that they were thinking of silk stockings, or women's bicycles, or mixed bathing ••• (70} e 

Sbe wishes that her heart were like one of the new glaaa 

.·_ •-, . ", - - . - . 
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ovens so that she could see what was really there, 

whether .she was the "worst of women, or just the common 

run of ladies in rich houses, v1i th friends, who are 

guilty indeed of worldly living, but not of. deadly sin" 

(70). It is hard for Sara to believe that her attrac

tion to men, her vanity, her love of parties are really 

sinfulo She delights in the squish of silk against ber 

stays, in the brightest colors that will attract the 

most not,ice, ·· 1n her afternoon tea, in the feel of the 

hot sun against her flesh. She is alive to beauty at 

every moment and in all places, lvhether the sky at sun

set or a gleaming kitchen. So she finds it hard to 

believe that the most beautiful things in life, and 
. those which give her the most intense feelings, are vain 

and wrong. 

Her narrative is filled with "I love"--Matt 1 s house, 

Matt, parties, driving, Gulley, Wilcher's house at Tol

brook, Wilcher, his town house at Craven Gardens. Her. 

natural gusto is as evident from her selection of friends 

(Rozzie and Gulley) as from her choice of flamboyant 

clothes and large hats. Rozzie comes to visit Sara 

shortly after she becomes Mrs. Monday, and, although 

Rozzie wears her most respectable dress, the one she 

uses for "customers' funerals, old ale color," she can

not quite hide her bar room manners in a gentleman's 

house: 

, 
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But though Rozzie tried to bold herself in, she 
couldn't do ito She told Matt at dinner not to 
kick her under the table o I If you l1a,re enough-
for Sara, itVs as much as your life 1s worth,' 
and she said to me: 'Don't be jealous, Sara-
I wouldn't have him for a back-scratcher, in 
spite o~ his nose.' (14) 

Matt turns purple., but _the "upshot" of the situation 1a 
\ 

that Rozzie rinally attracts the attention of the whole 

town, to Matt• s morti:f.ication; she comes out in a pink 

silk dress with green sash and a green hat with ostrich 

feathers to the waist and Sara buys the same kind of 

clothes. 

-The b:right scene of- Sara ( a widow or- six weeks), 

Gulley, and Rozzie guzzling beer in a temperance ho.tel 

is another comic highlight of the book: 

••• all of us in a row on an old horsehair 
so.fa i·1i th its springs burst o First 1 t v1as when 
the springs made noises under us that Rozzie 
made remarks, and do what I would, she set me 
offo Then Gulley was such a queer sight, the 
little spindle, between us two big women, 
bulging out over him, that it made us laugh 
to see him. ( 98) __o 

Though Sara protests offense at the vulgarity of Gulley 

and Rozzie, not a man passes by Sara• s eyes vri thout 

calling .forth a comment upon his physical attributes: 

Mr. Hickson' s "handsome chin"; Gulley's grin, which 

makes up for the loss of his tooth; Wilcher•s long, 

thin red lips, which, Sara says, are evidence of his 

hot blood. Her second sense is always directed toward 

the charms of: men, even vthen her mind is on something 

else; for ~nstance, she complains about Rozzie•s inertia 

.•. 
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in setting up a boardinghouse: "she didn't really want 

.. a place ••• but when her brother-in-law, who was a 

sergeant major, and one of the finest men I ever saw • 

came down to see us • • • " (101). 

Sara not only enjoys life but, because she is so 

aware of its beauties and joys, savors it. Knowing 

very well when she is in a good spot, she marvels at 

• 

the fact that a mere cook can marry the maste~ of the 

house, that she can light the garden with paper lanterns 

for a big party end dance all night, that she can re

gain a position as housekeeper with her own garden after 

she has lost her "character. 11 But her Joys with Jimson 

surpass even these cornf orts, as Sara recalls tenderly 

the days of her nhoney:moon11 : 

Jimson and I caught up every moment, every 
bright day, every laughing face that passed, 
and every calm night, and rejoiced in it to 
each other and put it away in our minds. (119) 

Sara possesses a wisdom about life which surpasses the 

understanding of those who divide living into good and 

evil. She converts everything about her into her own 

particular system of joy, as she rises for early service 

on Sunday mornings in order to enjoy all the more the 

bacon and eggs which foll~. Her system of joy is that 

ot a "first-class'' cook wbo carries on an affectionate 

dialogue with every sClini tzel and souf.fl~ prepared for 

a man. As she grows older, Sara comes to believe that 

·-.~--~ 
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the role of housekeeper is not only important but a 

source of peace not to be found in the backp-itln·g and 
\ 

envy of the drawing room. Her hymn of celebration to 

the kitchen is as charming as it is delicately humor-

ous: 

f'ind 

true 

Only 

.,· 

.... , 

How many women., I thought, can sit before a 
rire like this one among such a noble property 
of books and pots and cups and plates and 
knives and forlrs and -vrhislrs and pestles a11d 
colanders., bott;les and 1-regs a.nd ja1·s? \ihy, I 
thought, the nrustard pots alone 1-1oulc1 make a 
regiment, a11d a l{ind of ai,re carne on 1ne at all 
these many things put into'my sole chargeo 
\,Jell 9 I tl1ought, if y,ot1 tied a knot of all the 
roads nncl 1')ail1trays ariQ) pipes and t1ires in the 
world it would come tb a kitchen in the middle 
of ito (183-4) 

Sara need never look too far outside herself to 

happiness, even if she worries, a little, that 

happiness might be found only in Sunday service. 

we can see that the orthodox approach to spirit-

uality is as unsuitable to Sara's personality as are 

decorous clothes and a staid manner; Sara is directly 

spiritual because she is conscious of the joy of being: 

"-There I s not so much happiness in tlle rrorld tl)at a11yone 

can ar--ford to waste 1 t" ( ()1). As Walter Allen says, 

"If LSar~ cannot square her behaviour with her sin

cerely held religious beliefs it is because they cannot 

in the na tu'.re of things be squared. In her o'W!l eyes 

she is a sinner; but to the reader her life is a hymn 
27 of praise to creation and the Creator." And when 

, .... ...- .. ----- - ----- -- ----- -- -
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Sara's joy is ~severely rationed, she heads in a new 

direction--usuallJ toward another man. -- -- --.,- - .. ...... .. _ ... -. - --·---- ---- - -- --· -~~ l---- ---------- . --~-·- ------- -

When Gulley deserts her in a rage, having cut open 
her bead against· a bedpost because she nagged him to 
sell his paintings, Sara leaves the house at Ancombe 

A 

r' ) too, because it is no longer a home t·1i th anything 

"reasonable to do ••• cooking nor shopping; and why 
should I mend for a man that wasn't there?" (163). Man 
means home to Sara; so, curling her hair over the cut, 
she packs up and registers for a new cook's position. 
As she has told us earlier in lier story, she "never had 

Rozzie's art not to care for anything and to keep ffier
self:7 going on, like a horse, without any kind of happi
ness or hope or proper object in life" (142). Sara's 
warm heart expresses itself in a hearty benevolence to 
all those who don't endanger her immediate security; 
sbe loves to take care of everybody, if Sara is taken 

care of first. For example, she returns to Gulley and 
his new mistress after be ·has left Sara, scrubbing the 
house and caring for the pregnant girl as if she were 
her Oltln daughter, but she also loves the company, the 
chance of getting out, and posing for Gulley again as 
well. Sara is always apt to make the best of a situ
ation, whether it is alleviating Matt 1 s embarrassment 

in bed or playing confessor to the outpourings of Mr. 
Wilcher's scruples (although she takes small naps during 

\ . 
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the recital). She never condemns the roughness ot 

children, but understands that Bobby, Wilcher1 s_ nepb~w,_. 

is trying to show arrection in his boy's way, or that 

Gulley's son, Tommy, can love only the gift of chocolate 

bars as yet. or course, it is not an accident (on Cary's 

part) that we hear little of Sara's four young daughters 

in the early part of her narrative but much about 
.. ~ .. 

parties and Mr. Hickson. 

So Sara is both generous and 1nd1rrerent as the 

situation suits her. We know very little, really, from 

Sara, about Wilcher's illness or Gulley's paintings, and 

she does not have much to say about being dismissed from 

Tolbrook because she wants to divert interest from the 

exact nature of her thefts. Moreover, she does not 

reveal the total extent of her illegal possessions since 

she has not apparently done so for the judge, but masks 

all behind the gusto of her intention to "keep upon a 

steady line" ( 27 3'). Prorr1pted by the chaplain, Sara 

agrees e11thusiastically that tre seed of sin was in her 

"from the time tihen Lshif ran about wild in a pigtail 

and flirted with three boys at the same time" and that 

she had always been "all in a moment, lilce a dog or a 

cat" (273). But "a good cook 1rvill always fi11d work, 

even without a character, and can get a new character in 

twelve months, and better herself, which God helping me, 

I shall do, and keep a more watchful eye, next time, on 
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IQ' flesh, now I know it better" (275). So Sara's story 
comes to an end, trailing a .. small echo of self-justifi
cation. 

Sara has come to exiet fullbodied before us though 
she has tried only to write a confession demonstrating 
that experience bas taught her 1noral t,risdom. Cary has 
managed to p_roduce the live image of a ·1arge voluptuous 
woman, not very beautiful, 1·1ho..- more than compensates for 
lack of beauty by a delight in her body which is cer
tainly communicated to others; who chatters happily away 
about beautif'ul days, - t-ea~time, an·d· masculine charms; 
who tries to relate her ethical teachings to her sexual 
avidity. All the devices which Cary uses in enabling 
Sara to tell her story--the chronological recall; the 
concentration on vivid events, such as parties, seduc
tions, new kitchens, while intervening years pass by 
with little comment; the simple writing style which is 
vividly direct~-suit tale to teller admirably. Sara's 
education is suitable for a cook, not a li tera:Py stylist. 
She tells us that her daughters were embarrassed when she 
talked 11broad 11

: "Only tl1e i--1eek before, when Belle $er 
daughte!:7 had a croi,1d of her friends, talking about 
literature, I had said that the old books 1-rere the best 
tor the new ones had no religion. But I spoke broad 
and said 1 bestest' and 1 they 1 rn'" (84). 

Her flamboya11ce and vivacity are caught as much by 
~ 
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tbe tone of Sara's narrative as by its content, a tone 

or zest which is assertive and une1nbarrassed, as this 

catalogui,ng of l1er assets demonstrates: 

,.~- For tbanlr God 3 I had my health and my 'strength, 
all my teetr1, i-1hich'S> tl1ough I say 1 t, i.,ere the 
wonder of every dentist o o o and not a gray hair. 
No one would have taken me for forty-six, nor yet 
thirty-sixo For ir I was plagued by my heavy 
body 9 yet; I bad this for a con1ebaclr, that my fat 
kept n1y sltin tight and firra. ( 167) -

Tbe·worse genteelisms expose her middle-class upbringing 

as much as a shrewd calling of a spade a spade para

Qoxically does. For instance, she calls leaving her 

'door unlocked at night when Jimson is around laying 

herself n open to a villainy," but this is hov1 she inter

prets neighborly love: "why should I poison a gift with 

looking beyond it, especially in the country where, God 

knows, a bad thought about a neighbor is as good as 

grease in your, own soup" (153). 

Finally, even though Sara's language is simple, her 

powers of articulation display an imagination which is 

creative if untutored. Since what she knows best are 

the ho111emaking arts, she apprel1ends the natural i~1orld 

in these terms: "the elms rich like cucumbers halfway 

through August" ( 1 .. /1); a hole in Jimson• s coat 11 like a 
I 

baby crying to be taken up" (91); a souffle in the oven 

"that n~eded watching like a young child on its first 

legs n ( 78) • Cary overdoes tl1e similes in Herself Sur

prised as much as in J1mson 1 s book, ultimately making 

'. 
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tireaoma a clever trick. But the technique works 
superbly well at times in defin~ng Sara: 

I . But 1il1a t a deligt'it .. ="".t·o go bot1ling along in the 
old Argyll and look once more on the fields, 
especially about harvest time when Edith was 
born., and the ·corn as ripe brov1n as a duck's 
egg and the barley as white as a new-washed 
hairbrusr1 o And three.~ larks at a tin1e trilling 
and tweeching as if the sun had got into their 
brains and made them glorious~(27)a 

Sara's most permanent possession in.the world is a 

kitchen; yet she needs nothing else but the joy of the 
earth. 
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How aucoeasful, then, may we cona~~er Cary•s u1e 
of _the life story ivr! tten in the first person for 

• embodying char~cter in Firs~tT~il9~x? The severe 

limitations of self-knoitledge i-1l1icl1 .first-person nar
rative imposes do dramatize, as Cary hoped~ the isola

tion of the individualo · Sara is a women, concerned 

with the internal relations of home and family, and 

because she is profoundly different psychologically irom 
the men in her life, she cannot understand their need 

to act in the world--why Gulley must endanger the se

curity of their home in order to manif'est his ideas, 

why \-lilcher fusses so much about the responsibilities 

of his position. Wilcher displays by the account of 

his life that senility is a blanket term which bas no 

regard for the individual, who is never "normal.'' Pel'

haps unstable from the viewpoints of some people 6 each 

of whom considers another a little less normal, Wilcher 

acts in a way peculiar to his pe~sonality and bis ex

periences. When he explains his situation, the peculiar 
pattern of variables which motivates him in a certain 

way, then we begin to realize that personality analysis 

is not so simple. Gulley Jimson pierces through so 

many of the superficialities of others that he is in 

danger of losing his sanity trying to live in such a 

world. As a consequence, he must detach h1mselr from 

I 
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people and, in his own highly awfll'e sphere, is as self'-
absorbed ·as Sara or t11lilcher. Though he realizes that 
every other man·· is the same as he, he imposes l1is tvill 
upon others by violence when be cannot assert his own 
needs in society. 

Cary was most able not only to demonstrate the 
logic of bis three characters' way of acting ·through 
first-person narration, but be found this technique 
suitable for making his characters sympathetic. Be
cause we cannot depend on any o·tl1er knowledge about the 
narrators, we must listen--and then we hear their 
gaiety or sadness, determination or confusion. It ia 
the emotion behind the explanation that toucl1es us. 
The power of first-person narration can lie in the fact 

\ that the value of the novel or story depends entirely 
on the credibility and vividness of the speaker. Cary 
bas given a great deal of life to his three narrators. 

He has tried also to gain sympathy for his char
acters, by means of the life story, through the drama~ 
tized conflict of public image and secret passions. 
For instance, Sara may appear to be a crude and cal
culating professional mistress, but her sheer delight 
in masculine attention gives a completely different ..,. 

slant to the pict;ure; .. ~nd her reasons for making herself 
r,I 

available (to have a home, someone to take care of, and 
some luxuries) are understandable enough. Wilcher ap-

'' 1 "" . -' 
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peara to be a fussy old-maid type, but given his in-

~ Sights into the tragedy of transient human life., who can 

not understand his paralysis? And Jimson., having been 

defeated enough by a harsh world., learns finally to 

brush .off' conventional attitudes. Cary tries to show 

that deep within the individual personality exists a 

unity which expresses itael:r in ways only apparently 

contradictory. But here he gets intQ-) trouble. .. 

The unity of personal traits within an individual 

is revealed so clearly., in order to bring him forth from 

the page, that the character becomes at times nothirig 
~ 

but a cliche. Cary does not want to mialeaq his readers, I 

as he states very firmly in the introduction to First 

Trilog;<l,s by making ambiguous revelations about char

acter (although the hearts of the characters are finally 

ambiguous), but he f'alls into the other extreme of 

making too definitive statements about the personalities 

of his narrators, although indirectly, through their 

own words. 

For example., since Cary apparently means Sara to be 

a hedonist with a Christian conscience, he makes almost 

all of her reported experiences and her reactions of 

like kind--temptation., downfall with pro:fuse excuses, 

--11piri ted but weak resolution to do better. The author 

wants us to know, too, that Sara is so much a housekeeper 

that she Sees the world as a ki tcben; consequently, her . 

' 
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eveiy description of the non-domestic world is accom-

pliebed by analogy to the domestic. We have no doubt 

about how to interpret Sara (first-person n~rration, 

as I have shown in the opening chapter, can be respon-
.. 

sible fo.r author and reader• s coming to different con-

clusions about the personality of a character), but 

she becomes linear in the process, and the narrative 

becomes satiating after a few readings. She reacts to 

far too many situations with surprise, and in the same 

degree; after a while, the joke becomes a little worn. 

The problem is not exactly one of lack or com-
_, 

plexity in characterization, for certainly Thomas 

Wilcher, as well as Sara and Gulley, has a great deal 

of' imagination and insight. \vbat they think about is 

profound (Sara's awareness of the beauty of ~lesh, 

Wilcher's life-long meditation on the meaning of time, 

Gulley's interpretation of the fall of man), but the 

way in which they act is theatrical if not often like 

slapstick. Perhaps Cary found that larger-than-lire 

characterization was necessary to make vivid his 

speakers, since everything the reader knows about them 

depends on what they tell us and what we can glean from 

their gestures. vlilcber, at the time be is writing, 

is less one-dimensional than the other two characters, 

but his past, which tak~s up three-fourths of his 

book, is not so real as Wilcher 1 s seriousness seems to 
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demand. In short., the three characters., acting p:rett,i ·····-- -------··-····· -

much according to one principle--Sara., weak flesh; 

Wilcher, timidity; Jimson, defensive tenderness--do not 

display the varied manifestations wh:i.ch such dominant 

motivating forces would seem to take in living persons. 

Cary did not succeed tOtally.in revealing character 

through the technique of the first-person life story. 

Yet be created his three characters as alive and 

··bt,pping., if not totally real; such an accomplishment 

for first-person narration is a considerable one. The 

color and verve and tenderness of the characters--Sara 

in all her glory flirting outrageously with a man, 

Wilcher sneaking away from his family to court Sara 

like a young lover, Jimson playing the aesthete with 

Mr. Alabaster--remain with the reader even if he does 

not wish to return to their worlds. 
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Chapter I 

1New York, 1958, p. ix. subsequent re£erences to 

this edition will be cited in my text. 

the trilogy shall be designated as such: 

{ THM). 

Each book of 

(HS), ( TBAP), -

2 ••• I was aiming at a high concentration of 
character. In this I did achieve something of 
my intentiono J:-1y three characters did gain 
some three-dimensional depth from their con-
trasting views of themselves and each other" 
(xiii)o 

"' 
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"Tl1e three different worlds l4Tere also distinct. 
11iy failure t-ras in the contrast or overlap of 
these worldso They were not sufficiently 
interlocked to give the rjchness and depth of 
actuality that I had hoped for (xiv). 

3Hazard Adams in "Joyce Cary's Three Speakers," 

Modern Fiction Studies, V (195q), 108-120 has some 

important connnents to make about the relationships 

among the t·h:ree novels . 

4"Form in Joyce Cary' s Novels, n Essa;rs in Ori ticism, 

IV, 184-185. 

,. 

t, ' . 

5The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago, 1961), p •. 153. 

6 p. 152. 

1 Booth, p. 160. \;· 
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8 Cacy talks about his own attitude toward rirst~ 

person narration in "The Way a Novel Gets Written," 

Harpe_r 1 s., CC (February 1950), 92. 

9 
Booth, PP• 157-159~ 

10see Robert Bloom, The Indeterminate World. A 

Study ,of t.he :Novels 9f Joyce _Qary (Philadelphia, 1962) 

on Cary's embodiment of "intellectual irresolution" in 

fictiono 

11Booth, P• 155. 

12 11 Joyce Cary's Swimming swan, 11 American Scholar, 

XXIX (1960), 238. 
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16Kennetb H8.m11ton, "Boon or Thorn? Joyce Cary 
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